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About This Game

Raid On Coasts is a real time strategy game set in a Massive Middle East themed land mass to cause chaos and carnage
on !

The events of this work bear no resemblance to current events, this is a work of fiction.

Full story :

Recently, the expansion of the US has expanded through the construction of more military bases on the Russian borders .. But
this is what increased the cup ... Russia decided to react and break the siege imposed by invading the Middle East from the gate

of Yemen's coasts . .

The game offer you the ability to play with 2 armies :

 Russian army

 United States army

You can choose your role :

 The attacker as the russian army , your mainly objective is to perform a raid on the coasts !

 The defender as the united states army , your mainly objective is to defend the land from invaders
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The map contain 14 different territories to capture :

 Small villages

 Big villages

 Fuel factories

Features :

  Massive Middle East themed land mass to cause chaos and carnage on

 2 Powerful armies to choose from

 8+ different units to play with

 14 territories to capture across the map

 Gather resources upon capturing territories

 Create a Command Base in order to call for support waves and rule the battle !

 Every 30 seconds you can call for a new wave of units to land on the coasts

 Order airstrikes on enemy units and positions !

 Every week a new update containing new contents , ameliorations and bug fixes !
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Title: Raid On Coasts
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Outlaw Wars
Publisher:
Outlaw Wars
Release Date: 12 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: windows xp

Processor: 1.8 GHZ

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: intel HD graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 256 MB available space

English
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raid on coasts. raid on coasts game. raid coasts eu4. raid on coasts steam. raid on coasts games

Bots are unnecessarily difficult and some events have buggy controls. This is a game i played with my wife we picked it up
because we both love escape rooms, it took us 90 minutes to complete and we used a few hints if you have the money to spare
its a fun little time kill.

Bugs
I read people had bugs hindering them for us our game play was smooth for 1 exception an item fell to a place we could not
reach so we used the in game item reset feature.

Music and atmosphere was very well done graphics are good, the puzzles are a range of challanging depends on how many
escape room like activites you have done you will have a good understanding of the layout.

Really hope they release more in the future.. I would love this if they were added as alternate weapons. The revolver especially
is amazing, and so are the other guns. However they aren't worth sacrificing a perk. I literally just got back from Emerald City
Comiccon, where I played this game for the first time, and I've already bought the game. It is 100% worth the cheap price for
such a fun and innovative tank game. Despite a lack of community for it, this game deserves every ammount of praise I can
give. The controls are tight and intuitive, especially with a controller. After my first match, I got used to playing and ended up
winning a few games. The fast paced speed makes for an easy pick up and play experience, or for longer tournament stile party
playing. The dev who was there was exceedingly friendly, and I seriously hope this game blows up, because it definitely
deserves it.. Neon colors. Dubstep. Pills. Flashes. Bangs. Booms. Coin-up look and feel. Excellent game.

Intake it's a rare gem, every single part of it in harmony with the rest, making this game an instant thumbs up. Gameplay is
excellent, either you use keyboard or mouse: simple controls for quick, non-stop action. Graphics are sharp and bright colored
and the interface is, for a lack of a better word in my limited vocabulary, classy. Sound effects are great and contribute to
generate a really immersive experience.

And the game's soundtrack it's glorious, making the game unique and memorable. The coin-up theme it's another plus, even
more if you used to play arcade machines with the level of addictiveness and replayability that this game has. Let me tell it on
more concrete terms: this game it's a good purchase for ten bucks (even if you can get it for one).

That's high praise coming from me. Well done Cipher Prime, I hope you keep making awesome games in the future.. First look
video (gameplay + commentary): https:\/\/youtu.be\/fZa1bq45pug

Game has a fun structure to it. Available traps that cause instant death are sudden and exciting, and you feel like it was your
timing that was at fault rather than some kind of dodgy game mechanic.

At release it's more of a template of what could be and we're looking forward to seeing where it goes!
. Nomad Games retroactively changes the terms of their contracts. I cannot recommend buying anything from this company nor
will I do business with them again.. Fun and worth the price with multiple modes of fruit and tatami slicing with global
leaderboards. There are two areas, each with a day and night, for a total of four different looking scenes. I was originally having
frame rate issues with tatami sometimes, but the dev patched it the very next day after I showed him a video of the issue, and it's
fixed! When doing tatami, I feel like I'm this guy: http://www.fightersgeneration.com/np5/gm/ss-intro.png. You can't just put
player in weird environment, write couple of vague phrases and call that a game.
It's just not right...
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Nice bug.
I mean... this game = bug.

Can't even go any further than Cecilia tutorial chapter.
What a quality assurance you have there.. The thank you's are everywhere.
10\/10. Personally, I got this game as a joke between a friend and I. I never really played the game much, but it does look like it
has potential. I don't see why it is $2.99, though. It should be priced at maybe $0.99. The music in the background is good and
enjoyable. The only frustration that I have really had in my short-time playing it, (besides that I don't really like puzzle games
and I stink at them) is that there is an extremely noticable key-delay. What I mean by this is that when you try to move your
character, it takes around a second to register that, almost like you are lagging.

Overall, the game is decent, but not something I would play much. I would give it a 6\/10, but a 9\/10 for people who have
strong thought processors.

I would say only buy this game if you have extra money on your Steam Wallet and you do not know what to do with them.. This
is a great DLC, looks dope.

I will do some pros and cons for the DLC

PROS
-Decent modelling
-Unique ornaments on the armor such as the blisters on it and the horns on the pauldron and helmet, the design of helmet is also
unique
-You can become one of Mortarion's sons, which excel in chemical and biological warfare and have a high endurance, you love
to spread diseases throughout the battlefield to give your enemies the gifts of Nurgle

CONS
-No cons

I recommend it. 10\/10 would praise Nurgle again!. I quite like the graphics, the simple pixel art looks nice and comes together
impressively well, I would recommend this on a mobile phone or maybe if this game knew what a keyboard was, beyond
moving the camera (the only task in the game actually easier with a mouse) the keyboard does nothing, movement is double
tapping places with your mouse, which is a game that's 80% moving through long distances, is not very nice. The combat is not a
redeeming feature, it would be sort of fun on mobile where you can tap the shield and sword icon but clicking them is not good.

Id recommends this on the phones, but not pc unless they add keyboard support.. It was super risky for me to download a game
from a new company ( I think it\u2019s new) with this price, but I decided to purchase it anyway because I realized that
it\u2019s an open world game, which I believe was a strong motivation for me. It\u2019s the first horror open world game
guys!!!!
The price is a bit high, but I don\u2019t think that the price should stop anyone from buying this game. The characters are super
scary and the atmosphere is as good as the characters.. Depending on how fast you can read and click your mouse button,
playing this game through to one of its many conclusions can take as little as fifteen minutes.

  Now, obviously, this is more than acceptable for a free game, so unlike many an arsewipe out there in Steamland, I'm not going
to use this game's brevity as cause to condemn it. Nor am I going to argue that it's not by-and-largely well-written, and
reasonably entertaining for what it is. Hell, it's even a mite intriguing, especially near the beginning. But the content of the story
is highly unlikely to blow your socks off unless you were either cloned last week, and/or have never read a sci-fi short story or
watched an episode of The Twilight Zone (any series) in your life.

  It's cool. It's nice. It's probably even worth fifteen minutes to a couple of hours of your time, if you're the type who's
determined to see each and every ending.

  Me...I'm good for now, though there's every chance I may give it another burl sometime between now and death. By all means
recommended, if only by virtue of its free-ness and undeniably solid quality. Unless you don't like reading, period. Having said
that, enough of you seem to enjoy those mindless "clicker" games, so who knows, it may even have some appeal to that most
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perplexing of target audiences, since you really will get to click your left mouse button an awful lot between the start and end of
the game.

Verdict: 7/10.. The audio: Sound nice.
The graphics: Look good.
The controls: Seems solid.

But is the gameplay fun? Not quite.

To even get 3 stars at any level requires you to be flawless, and the level designs feel unclear about what you should even do
first. I did enjoy the first game though, but this sequel is... iffy.. Liked the solitare and story but would have liked to try again to
get a better score on each level.. Not even enough materials to make a single potion.
Probably an asset flip.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/YUqBSqQdBX4

Hotfix update v1.32 !:
Hotfix v1.32 notes :

Improvements : . Hotfix update v1.11 is live:
Update v1.11 notes :

Balance : . Hotfix update v1.12 !:
 Hotfix v1.12 notes :

New contents : . New changes coming !:
Coming in few days :

 Game playable on : Linux 32/64 , osx 64

 New squad system

 Fixing bugs

Coming in few weeks :

 New in game User Interface Ui

 Shadows on environement

 New languages : Arabic / french / russian / ukranian / indian / urdu / polandian / finland / dutch / chiness

 New stunning sounds in the game

 New background sounds in the game

 New trailer

. Major update v1.8 !:
Major update v1.8 notes :
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 Interfaces improvements

 Text fonts ameliorated

 New tracers for Tanks and gunned military cars

 minor bug fixes

. Dutch available on store page:
Welcome to dutch players !
Hope you appreciate all the efforts to introduce your languages in the steam store page !
The major update v1.7 is under developement and in few days it will be released with bunch of new features !. Achievements
added !:
The achievements are added officially today !
14 different achievements are available and with different difficulties 

Hope you appreciate my efforts to improve the game , have fun. Steam page available in Russian !:
Hey russian people !
The store page is officially available on russian language , it seem late but translated in right hands 

Hope you appreciate the efforts to localise all languages possible and well translated !. Major update v1.6 !:
V1.6 update notes :

 New contents : 
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